Abstract. In order to solve special shape pipe automatic welding problem,a new decoupling control system has been introduced,which is constructed on PID and RBF neural network.Input data is from non-contact displacement sensor and angle sensor,and output data has been used to control servo motor which always used to control the special shape pipe rotation and at the same time,the welding torch has also been controlled in order to regulate the distance from pipe to the font of torch.The simulation results show that the coupling system for special shaped pipe is effective.
unfinished welding shape pipe 2 .Decoupling control system model PID neural network from the structure is divided into the input layer, hidden layer and output layer, in each hidden layer contains adjustable parameters P, I and D three parameters, as shown in Figure 2 [4] .
X11, X12, X21, X22 for the decoupled system PID neural network input value, V1 and V2 is the output decoupling system values, Y1 and Y2 is the output value of the tooling system. Among them, X11 welding tooling turntable speed of servo motor; X12 is in accordance with the set welding tooling shape turntable servo motor running speed curve shaped tube; X21 automatic welding machine welding torch from the surface to be distance work piece setting value; X22 welding torch from the work piece surface to be distance from the actual value; V1 is the output decoupling system servo motor control, quantity; V2 for decoupling the output of the system, is the torch from the work piece surface distance control quantity; Y1 tooling dynamic model control output, for the servo motor speed; Y2 welding torch from the surface of the work piece size; [9] welding control model 
2.1.PID decoupling model
In a sampling time of K, input and output functions of neurons in the input layer of the PID neural network can be expressed as [5] :
(1) Among them, as the input layer neuron input; input and output layer neuron;The output layer:
Among them, as the connection weights of hidden layer and output layer is the output layer neuron number.
Train process own gradient descent algorithm.The hidden layer to the output layer weights training adjustment formulas can be expressed by the following formula group:
The input layer to the hidden layer calculation formula can be expressed as [9, 10] :
2.2.Welding tooling dynamic model
The establishment of process dynamic model: output by PID neural network decoupling system: the calculated servo motor speed control quantity and the torch from the work piece surface distance control quantity for training the RBF neural network input that system; servo motor output speed and welding torch from the size of the work piece surface dynamic model is established for the RBF neural network output. Among them, the output of the RBF network input from the PID neural network, the input of PID neural network and RBF network from the set value of the output.
Algorithm simulation
Based on the MATLAB platform, construct the simulation model of PID and RBF neural network.In the tracking target by shaped as drawing a given size tube contour shape, set sampling points is 500, the network control variable to 2 step 0.01. Part of the turntable angle and torch position data such as shown in Table 1 , decoupling control curve as shown in Figure 3 angl e/° 
conclusion
The simulation results show that the RBF neural network, decoupling multivariable PID controller can complete the control of multivariable systems based on PID, compared with the traditional decoupling control, the adaptive ability and anti disturbance of the obvious advantages.
